Now about "Doubt" in a less philosophical aspect related to one's workings:

In regards to doubt and your workings, and how it can be circumvented, some quick advice here is to separate the working at hand with your logical mind and questioning it in a forceful manner.

When one reads about the sufficient proof of quantum mechanics and other metaphysics, the logical mind will understand also how it works. This is a level to build towards, and will not happen at once. It may take years. Experience is a factor one cannot overstate here. And this takes time, trial and error.

So, until then one has to bypass this doubting mechanism by understanding some things are for the higher aspect for the mind and some of the lower, which includes magical workings. Until they have sufficient outcomes in their hands to understand this whole thing for what it is.

To find out if you have enough power for something, you will see it on the results and the obvious outcomes. It's that simple really. The timeline for this will range from short term to long term.

An example, you do a working for wealth. You are 20 days in, and you are getting more income or you are starting to feel volition towards your goal. Can be very little signs, but they are there. Good job, it's working itself in. The mind opens up. You keep at it until completion.

Alternative scenario, you are 20 days in, and the financial situation may worsen for a while until it gets better. Bad feedback means you have to continue in order to deal with adverse circumstances or negative karmic energy. Shit is coming out and adverse energy is encountered.

In this case, examine if you have power for the working, are doing it correctly, and if your affirmation is correct. If all these are 100% correct, continue unimpeded and finish the circle. If not, you may want a different strategy.
You are 20 days in and nothing happens, this means you have to continue and raise more force in order to attain the objective at hand.

If you are 180 days in with no change, this means you need to increase your power, and take a step back and let the working do its job. This is a very rare situation, it's an exaggeration to even bring this up. Factors of the present may prevent you from being able to see a major manifestation at this current point.

In cases like this, a working can suddenly manifest like a torrent in your life when able to, maybe months or years later. This can be due to many factors including your affirmation and the amount of force raised.

Lastly, there can be another case. A working works and for 20 days you are in a good upwards moving volition. Then for whatever reason shortly after you stop the 40 days, the working may reduce in effectiveness or die off.

This means that it needs further doing in the future until it's engraved. In rare cases such as healings, this can have a swing motion where problems experienced prior may return in double. In such a situation, one has to redo something until it fixes itself and remains strong on its own.

A case of backfiring may emerge in a case where one does a working, for example, for wealth. They should do a 40 day cycle, but by the time they see progress on the 25th day, they stop. That is not advisable and it should be avoided. You should continue on until the 40 day cycle and close the circle appropriately.

Depending on how untrained one is, the energy forced onward can have a reaction hitting backward. Think of it like you're pushing something in a hole in furniture until you hear the "click". If you slam it without the click, the object will come out. Or bounce back out.

Finally, there is a case where people do utterly stupid things. You can work all your existence trying to make the moon go in the reverse motion and it will not. Your power level does not matter because it is simply not going to happen.

This is why any working necessitates to also look at the laws of nature and its forces to understand them better to your own benefit. One wants, for example, to eat the sun for breakfast with a plastic spoon.

In this case one is delusional and no amount of "power" is an objective factor
because the task itself is in the realm of "theoretically possible" but "not possible" by any realistic standard. It can only be imagined and is not 'attainable' by any standard of measurable power.

These "workings" are a waste of time and delusions and if one wants to do these things, this post will be of no use to you at all. But you might want to consider this to avoid losing your life over things like this.
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